ToF meets RGB: novel multi-sensor super-resolution for hybrid 3-D endoscopy.
3-D endoscopy is an evolving field of research with the intention to improve safety and efficiency of minimally invasive surgeries. Time-of-Flight (ToF) imaging allows to acquire range data in real-time and has been engineered into a 3-D endoscope in combination with an RGB sensor (640x480px) as a hybrid imaging system, recently. However, the ToF sensor suffers from a low spatial resolution (640 x 480 px) and a poor signal-to-noise ratio. In this paper, we propose a novel multi-frame super-resolution framework to improve range images in a ToF/RGB multi-sensor setup. Our approach exploits high-resolution RGB data to estimate subpixel motion used as a cue for range super-resolution. The underlying non-parametric motion model based on optical flow makes the method applicable to endoscopic scenes with arbitrary endoscope movements. The proposed method was evaluated on synthetic and real images. Our approach improves the peak-signal-to-noise ratio by 1.6 dB and structural similarity by 0.02 compared to single-sensor super-resolution.